
Complete STEPS to reach the Dinosaur Princesses' GOAL
Say what you want to do with your Dinosaur 
and Princess WORDS, adding a dice into your 
dice pool for each WORD you use

The Palaeontologist describes how the situation 
is difficult, adding a dice for each OBSTACLE

Ask your friends “Will you help me?”

Your helping friends say how they help with their 
WORDS or with a CHEERING WORD, adding a 
dice for each WORD

Roll your WORD dice pool and count your successes! 
(4–6 is a success)

Cancel out your WORD successes against the 
Palaeontologist’s OBSTACLE successes to see 
how successful the winning side is

When you are the Scene Leader and are ready to complete a STEP:

Dinosaur Princesses Win!
 » A helping friend spends one success to describe how the group 
completes the STEP!

 » If you have extra successes, you can spend one or more to 
remove some dice from the Palaeontologist's OBSTACLE pool, 
describing how the group overcame them.

Palaeontologist Wins!
 » The Palaeontologist spends one success to replace the previous 
STEP with a new STEP the Dinosaur Princesses must overcome!

 » They can spend one or more extra successes to add more dice 
to their OBSTACLE pool.

It’s a Tie!
 » A helping friend describes how the group completes the STEP!

 » The Palaeontologist also adds a dice to their OBSTACLE pool!
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Overcome OBSTACLES to make STEPS easier
If the Palaeontologist has a lot of dice in the OBSTACLE POOL, the Dinosaur Princesses 
can try to deal with some of the OBSTACLES that are making their main goal harder.

To do this, say that you want to use your WORDS to overcome an OBSTACLE, just like 
for STEPS, except that the Palaeontologist wins a tie.

How to CHEER your friends
If you can’t think of how your WORDS can help, CHEER your friends by finding a 
WORD that describes how you all work together. 

CHEERING WORDS can be used the next time someone isn’t sure how to help.


